1

(BIS/Base Internationale des Shaouabtis)
Modèle de saisie et thésaurus proposé
0.
0.01
0.02

record number (numerical/automatic)
3-dim. object /

2-dim. object

0.03

category (thesaurus BIS)
funerary equipment
other

0.04

denomination (thesaurus BIS)
shabti
shabti mould
shabti tool
shabti container
shabti box
shabti-jar
shabti coffin

0.05

list of screens: 1. museographical data
2. archaeological data
3. epigraphy and prosopography
4. references

0.06

[bouton liaison/ commande photo, video]
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1. museographical data
1.01

international inventory number (Multilingual Egyptological Thesaurus1)
1.01.1 > country
1.01.2 > town
1.01.3 > museum (owner)

1.02

present location (Multilingual Thesaurus)

1.03

inventory number(s) (separated by ‘=’)

1.04

date of acquisition (numerical: year)

1.05

way of acquisition (thesaurus BIS)
purchase
gift
division after excavation
long-standing ownership
bequest
given as taxes
confiscation
exchange
permanent loan
loan
transfer
unknown

1.06

1

history of the object and previous collection(s) (free text)

Dirk VAN DER PLAS (éd.), Multilingual Egyptological Thesaurus (PIRÉI XI), Utrecht & Paris 1996 (=
http://www.ccer.nl./home).

3
2. archaeological data
2.01 findspot (Multilingual Thesaurus)
2.01.1 > comments on the findspot (thesaurus BIS)
found during excavation
by context of acquisition
according to museum’s archives
according to the previous owner
other
2.02

original provenance (Multilingual Thesaurus)
2.02.2 > comments on the provenance (thesaurus BIS)
found during excavation
by parallels
by stylistic evidence
by onomastic evidence
by title(s)
by epigraphy or prosopography
by context of acquisition
according to museum’s archives
according to the previous owner
other

2.03

material (thesaurus BIS & Multilingual Thesaurus)
wood
stone
faience
glass
pottery
mud
metal
other

2.04

material (precise) and technique(s) (free text)

2.05

state of preservation (thesaurus BIS)
complete
head missing
feet missing
bust
head
torso
upper part of body
lower part of body
legs
legs without feet
feet
other
2.05.1 > comments on the state of preservation (free text)

2.06

colours (Multilingual Thesaurus or free text)

2.07

measurements (in cm)
2.07.1 height
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2.07.2 width
2.07.3 depth
2.07.4 feet/base (length x width [ x height of base])
2.07.7 diameter
2.08

typology (thesaurus BIS)
mummiform (Middle Kingdom)
mummiform (Second Intermediate Period)
mummiform (New Kingdom)
mummiform hand not visible (New Kingdom)
dress of daily life (New Kingdom)
mummiform (Third Intermediate Period)
dress of daily life/ reis (Third Intermediate Period)
mummiform with backpillar (Late Period)
mummiform w/o back pillar (Late Period)
on bier
double
lost contours (‘tent peg’)
stick-shaped
shabti with backslab (New Kingdom)
female statuette
milling servant
headless
amulet shabti
animal head
other

2.09

description (free text)

2.10

‘Schneider’-code (not compulsory)
2.10.1 > Cl
2.10.2 > W
2.10.3 > H
2.10.4 > I
2.10.5 > B
2.10.6 > A
2.10.7 > Tp

2.11

dating (Multilingual Thesaurus)
period
dynasty
reign (year)
2.11.1 comments on the dating
2.11.1.1 dating ante quem non (Multilingual Thesaurus)
period
dynasty
reign (year)
2.11.1.2 dating post quem non (Multilingual Thesaurus)
period
dynasty
reign (year)

Thesaurus for dating:
Middle Kingdom
XIst dynasty
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Mentuhotep I
etc.
XIInd dynasty
Amenemhat I
etc.
XIIIrd dynasty
etc.
Second Intermediate Period
XIVth dynasty
etc.
XVth dynasty
etc.
XVIth dynasty
etc.
XVIIth dynasty
etc.
New Kingdom
XVIIIth dynasty
etc.
XIXth dynasty
etc.
XXth dynasty
etc.
Third Intermediate Period
XXIst dynasty
etc.
XXIInd dynasty
etc.
XXIIIrd dynasty
etc.
XXIVth dynasty
etc.
XXVth dynasty
etc.
Late Period
XXVIth dynasty
etc.
XXVIIth dynasty
etc.
XXVIIIth dynasty
etc.
XXIXth dynasty
etc.
XXXth dynasty
etc.
Ptolemaic Period
etc.
Roman Period
etc.
modern
2.12

criterion of dating (thesaurus BIS)
by style
by context of excavation
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by prosopography
by provenance
by lab analysis
other

7
3. epigraphy and prosopography
3.01

writing (thesaurus BIS)
without text
hieroglyphic
cursive hieroglyphic
hieratic
demotic
pseudo-hieroglyphs
not identified

3.02

state of text preservation (thesaurus BIS)
complete
effaced text (naturally)
effaced text (voluntarily)
partially effaced text (naturally)
partially effaced text (voluntarily)
surcharged text
palimpsest
other

3.03

technique of writing (thesaurus BIS)
engraved
painted
encrustation
painted engraving
encrusted engraving
moulded
other

3.04

text disposition (thesaurus BIS)
horizontal
3.04.1 > number of lines
vertical
3.04.2 > number of columns
T-shaped
3.04.1 > number of lines
3.04.2 > number of columns
other disposition
3.04.1 > number of lines
3.04.2 > number of columns
3.04.3 > isolated sign(s)

3.05

text disposition, comments (free text)

3.06

text contents (thesaurus BIS, each element separated by ‘-’, order as appearing in the text)
sHD
Wsjr
title(s)
name
surname
parent(s)
mAa-xrw
Book of the Dead, chap. VI
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Book of the Dead, variants of chap. VI
Book of the Dead, chap. V
Book of the Dead, chap. LXXXIII
Amenhotep III-formula
Chaemwas-formula
Nut spell
biographical text
Htp-dj-nswt
jmAx(w)
Dd-md.w jn
illegible
other
3.07

name (and surname) REPETITIVE
example: ‘Hr-ir-aA = nfr-ib-ra-nfr (Dd n.f)’

3.08

title(s) REPETITIVE

3.09

parent(s) REPETITIVE
3.09.1 parents’ title(s) REPETITIVE
3.09.2 > joints of parenthood (thesaurus BIS)
ms.n
ms.t.n
jr.n
jr.t.n
sA
sA.t
sA n
sA.t n.t

3.10

hieroglyphic code (free text)

3.11

transliteration (free text)

3.12

translation (free text)

3.13

comments and remarks on the epigraphy and philology (free text)
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4. references
4.01

bibliography (REPETITIVE)
order: author (name, first name), title of book or article, journal/series, N° of
place of publication, year of publication, pages.

4.02

journal/series,

associated objects
4.02.1 other shabtis of the same person (REPETITIVE)
order: author (name, first name), title of book or article, journal/series, N° of
journal/series, place of publication, year of publication, pages.
4.02.2 other objects of the same person (REPETITIVE)
order: author (name, first name), title of book or article, journal/series, N° of
journal/series, place of publication, year of publication, pages.

4.03 photography (reference[s] separated by ‘-’)
4.04 general comments (free text)
4.05 record’s author and date
4.06 author of modification

4.06.1 > kind of modification (free text)

